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INTRODUCTION 
This policy is designed to make journeys in a minibus as safe as possible.  It is recognised that no matter how 
safe the procedures, accidents are still possible (95% of which involve human error).  Following these 
procedures will help protect the driver, the passengers and the school in the event of an accident or other 
minibus related incident as well as help prevent the occurrence of these in the first place. 
 
Following the procedures and advice contained here is mandatory on any person using a minibus (including 
the school minibus).  Every person is directly accountable to the Head teacher and to the Local Authority.   
 
1. DRIVERS 
Ms Tracey Geach is the school’s Minibus Officer.  Each use of the minibus must be approved by him/her (or 
another member of SLT or the School Business Manager) when he/she is not available).  All out of school 
excursions also need the Head teacher’s approval through our off-site visits system (forms available at School 
reception).  The Minibus Officer will be unable to grant you approval to drive the school minibus until the Head 
teacher has approved the trip. 
 
a) Any person wishing to gain approved driver status to drive on behalf of the School must have satisfactorily 

completed an Haringey council approved driving assessment.  Each driver must be at least 25 years of age 
and be medically fit to drive.  Each driver who qualified before 1 January 1997 must hold a current driving 
licence which is free from endorsements and registered for D1.  Drivers who gained their licence after this 
date will need to have category D1 PCV added to their licence and may not drive any vehicle with a gross 
weight exceeding 3500 kg.  These documents must be given to the Minibus Officer for approval.  It is the 
duty of any driver to inform The Minibus Officer if there are any changes to their driving licence or health in 
relation to their ability to drive as soon as that happens. If these conditions have not been fulfilled, the 
driver will be uninsured and driving illegally. 

b) A reassessment of all drivers approved to drive the vehicle will be carried out on a periodic basis.  In 
addition, drivers who have not driven the minibus for a while should request a familiarisation and 
assessment when they feel they need it. 

c) The current list of drivers are: 
Okan Demirci, Naomi Thomas, Nicholas Ansell, Ashish Fofaria, Samir Gathani 
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d) An appropriately designed signing in/out log sheet will be maintained in the facilities managers’ office that 
will record driver’s name, the purpose and destination of the journey, date of travel and who approved 
journey. 

e) A ‘pre drive safety check’ must be completed by all drivers on taking responsibility for driving the minibus.  
Forms for this purpose will be kept in the minibus.  These will be replenished once a week and completed 
forms will be filed to establish a history of safe practice.  In addition the minibus journey sheet must be 
completed at the start and end of the journey.  Failure to do this could invalidate insurance. 

f) All drivers and minibus staff must read and follow the control measures in the generic risk assessment 
before each journey.  The generic risk assessment does what it says on the tin, it is suitable for most general 
circumstances.  Risk assessment is a dynamic process and the driver and other staff must be alert to other 
risks and plan additional control measures as appropriate.  If these can be anticipated in advance a new 
written risk assessment should be produced.  An example of on the spot risk assessment could be 
responding to exceptional road or weather conditions by modifying your journey plan. 

g) The minibus must not be used for hire or reward and the driver must receive no payment or other 
consideration other than approved out-of-pocket expenses. 

h) Alcohol must not be consumed within 24 hours prior to driving or while driving. 
i) Drivers must not drive when they are taking medicines that carry a warning regarding driving or when they 

feel affected in a way that impairs driving. 
j) Drivers must not drive when they feel tired or unwell.  A short 15 minute nap can be effective.  Tiredness 

can only really be dealt with through sleep.  
k) Drivers must carry both parts of the UK driving licence/Haringey driver’s card with them. 
l) No fuel cans may be carried in the minibus. 
 
2. JOURNEY AND SAFE DRIVING HOURS 
a) Drivers should never do a day’s work or be awake for a day and then drive for several hours in the evening.  

Drivers who drive for more than 2 hours after a day’s work are significantly more likely to be involved in an 
accident. 

b) Consecutive days on duty must be assessed in terms of risk while driving. 
c) Drivers must not be required to supervise students during their break. 
d) Maximum driving time is 2 hours and then a break of a minimum 15 minutes is required.   
e) Drivers must not ignore being too tired to drive safely.  Two hours maximum driving between breaks is not 

a goal, but a limit for alert drivers.  Tired drivers must stop and take appropriate action to recover or seek 
help.  Driving with open windows or putting on air conditioning is not appropriate. 

f) If the driver is only driving and doing no other work, his/her working day must not exceed 13 hours of 
which no more than 9 hours should be spent driving. 

g) If the driver is working at other work and driving, the combined must not exceed 10 hours and the driving 
must not exceed 4 hours. 

h) Journey planning is important and considerably reduces risks.   
i) Drivers should avoid staying up late and having normal sleep interrupted. 
j) A second driver is often useful for safety and on long journeys it is essential. 
k) Stick to all speed restrictions and do not exceed 70 mph on motorways. 
 
3. DRIVERS’ RESPONSIBILITIES & SAFETY ROUTINES FOR EACH JOURNEY 
a) Be familiar with this minibus policy. 
b) Read the minibus generic risk assessment, or the extended version you have produced to include additional 

hazards, and check that all other staff have also done so. 
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c) Consider additional risks that may have come to light since the risk assessment was produced and continue 
to do this during the journey. 

d) Complete the ‘pre drive safety check’ sheet. 
e) Start the work ticket. 
f) Ensure all staff and students have the relevant ‘offsite safety cards’. 
g) Make sure escorts are familiar with the ‘Advice for Escorts’ in appendix C. 
h) Make sure you are familiar with the ‘Additional Advice to Drivers’ in appendix B. 
i) Ensure no animals are transported (other than guide dogs where required). 
j) Know the location of wheel brace and jack. 
k) Know the location and contents of first aid kit and fire extinguisher(s). 
l) Know the location of the emergency equipment e.g.: a high visibility jacket and torch, fire extinguisher, 

warning triangle, first aid kit and a webbing cutter. 
 
4. On completing the journey. 
a) Refuel and complete work ticket. 
b) Report any problems with the vehicle to the SBM. 
c) Ensure the bus is left in a clean condition. 
 
5. ACCIDENT GUIDANCE 
In the event of an accident/incident inform the school immediately you are able. To assist you in the possible 
confusion after an accident a checklist has been prepared: 
 
a) Stop - it is an offence not to stop after an accident. 
b) Switch off the vehicle engine. Ask others involved to do the same. 
c) Ensure your passengers are safe from other hazards. If passengers are uninjured get them to leave the 

vehicle and go to a place of safety. Ensure students are supervised. Do not leave students unattended after 
an accident. 

d) Make sure no one smokes near the accident site. 
e) Warn other road users of the danger. 
f) Contact Police and, in anyone is injured, the emergency services by dialling 999. 
g) Administer First Aid if required and if you are able. 
h) Do not move casualties unless absolutely necessary. 
i) Do not move the vehicles involved (unless they are a danger to traffic) until the police arrive or if they are 

not attending, until an independent person has noted their position. 
j) Give your name and address, the registration number and in case of personal injury, insurance particulars 

to any person having reasonable grounds for requiring them. Should, for any reason, the particulars not be 
given at the time of the accident then the circumstances must be reported to the Police as soon as possible 
and in any case within 24 hours.  

k) Obtain from the other person(s) involved in the accident/incident their name, address and registration 
number of their vehicle and insurance details. 

l) If there are any witnesses to the accident, obtain their name(s) and address (es). 
m) UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ADMIT LIABILITY FOR THE ACCIDENT/INCIDENT  
n) Ensure accident report form is completed as soon as possible and submitted to the SBM. 
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BREAKDOWN GUIDANCE (RAC 0800 616 300) Ref: 101714836089 
The driver’s first responsibility is the health and safety of his/her passengers and then to minimise any 
disruption, discomfort, to his/her passengers. This is particularly important if any passengers are disabled.  
Drivers are also responsible for taking all reasonable steps to ensure the safety and security of the vehicle and, 
having reported the breakdown, should remain with the vehicle until assistance arrives.  Use warning triangles.  
If the vehicle is in a dangerous location, e.g. on a motorway, consider moving passengers to a safe location well 
away from traffic.  Frequent roll calls are important and the weather must be assessed as an additional safety 
hazard and sensible controls put in place to deal with this.  
See documents in the minibus wallet for roadside assistance. 
 
DISASTER ON AN EXCURSION – GUIDANCE 
1. Establish the nature and extent of the emergency. 
2. Make sure all other members of the party are accounted for and are safe (i.e. carry out a head count).  

Remember you must carry with you a list of the members of your party. 
3. Call the appropriate emergency services. If there are injuries, establish their extent and administer 

appropriate first aid if you have been trained and feel capable.  Be aware of consequences that might 
follow were you to give incorrect treatment.  Have regard to your own safety via blood contact. 

4. Advise other party staff of the incident and of actions taken.  Decide if appropriate, who is in charge and 
responsibilities to be undertaken by each adult member of the group. 

5. Ensure that an adult accompanies any casualties to hospital.  If only one adult is available in the 
circumstances a decision will have to be reached as to the best course of action. 

6. Ensure that remaining students are adequately supervised and arrange for an early return to base. 
7. Arrange for one adult to remain at the site of the incident to liaise with the emergency services until the 

incident is over and all students are accounted for. 
8. Contact the senior members of staff on call.  This should be arranged before the journey and a manned 

telephone number should be recorded on each Staff Offsite Safety card.  Control access to telephones 
until the senior member of staff has contacted parents/others directly involved. Give full details of the 
incident including: 

 Nature, date, location and time of incident 

 Details of injuries, etc. 

 Names and home telephone numbers of those involved 

 Action taken so far 

 Telephone numbers for future communication 
9. Do not discuss matters with the media. 
10. The senior member of staff should contact the business manager and establish who will take charge of 

the situation and what immediate action will be taken. The business manager will advise the Local 
Authority. 

11. The party leader should, at the first opportunity, makes notes on the incident, as should other people 
involved. A record should be kept of the names and addresses of any witnesses or people involved. 

12. Do not discuss legal liability. 
13. Ensure accident forms are completed as soon as possible. 
14. Inform parents of any delays that will be necessitated. 
 
 
SOURCES - Elements of this policy have been included or adapted from a document on minibus safety produced 
by The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents. 


